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[Verse 1:]
She ice cream tasty so I start caking
Tryna pull her all nite I wonder can she make it
Aaahhhu
Then she start shaken (drunk sex)
Now we butt naked
Eat it up sweat it up eat it like bacon
I'm so drunk girl I'm a go crazy
Put it n ya mouth n I jus might taste it
But thatz if u slay me
U can fuck me I can fuck u
U can get drunk ican get drunk 2
When I get drunk ain't nothing I won't do
We can fuck rite now shawty watchu gone dooo
She said smack my ass then pull my hair
And we can fuck like everywhere
I can fuck her then her then her then u rite now shawty
watchu wanna dooo
U can fuck me I can fuck ya'll
Roof roof yeah bit bitch I'm a dog
Say u suck dick n u suck ballz
Hell yeah baby girl I want it allll

[Hook:]
Drunk sexxxx dat wat I luvvv
Drunk sexxxx make me wanna fuck in da clubbb

[X4:]
U can fuck me I can fuck u
U can get drunk I can get drunk to

[Verse 2:]
Fine bitches fine wine
Bad bitches on time
Hit her with dat closed line
Now I'm drunk as a fuck bout to get in this hoe spine
(Let's go) but no b4 I go down
Down ohw I luv dat o sooound
(Ohh)then I lay her body down
Then she scream awww it's INNNNN

[Hook:]
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Drunk sexxxx dat wat I luvvv
Drunk sexxxx make me wanna fuck in da clubbb

[X4:]
U can fuck me I can fuck u
U can get drunk I can get drunk to

[Verse 3:]
Well I took her to da bar to have a drink but we had
plenty (alot)
N plus she had to buy because ali is only 20
But it's cool tho
She's a cool hoe
After this maybe we can jump up in my pool tho
We can skinny dip
Fuck on the diving board
Fuck on the lounging chairs
Fuckn everywhere
N u can tell that I was drunk because I ate it
And I got real over rate
But only when I'm having... 

[Hook:]
Drunk sexxxx dat wat I luvvv
Drunk sexxxx make me wanna fuck in da clubbb

[X4:]
U can fuck me I can fuck u
U can get drunk I can get drunk to
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